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The inaugural Food & Wine Festival at Busch Gardens Tampa kicked off earlier in March, and will continue to run on
weekends through the end of April. This brand new event at Busch Gardens combines many of the favorite parts of the last
spring time event, Bands, Brews & BBQ, and takes it to a whole new level with a variety of delicious food, over 100 wine and
craft brew options, live entertainment acts big and small, huge new topiary displays, and so much more.
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The Food
From savory dishes like Bacon Mac & Cheese or Beef Brisket to lighter choices like pan seared Scallops or a Micro Greens
Salad, there is something for every appetite at the nine booths around the festival area. Sampling your way around, you can
easily make a meal in a few stops. There are even dessert options, like the Mango Eclair or Griddled Cheese Cake
Sandwich. Most samples range from around $5 to $7, and portion sizes for a majority of the dishes are ample for the price. If
you’re a pass member, don’t forget to show your card to get your 10% discount!
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Wine & Beer
Over 50 wines and more than 50 beers are offered, including several craft brews made right here in Florida. Guests will find
more than a dozen stands around Gwazi Park to whet their palate with a variety of flavors of drink.
In addition to the booths in Gwazi Park, there are also four other wine bars located in shops around the park. You can refill your
glass at Xcursions, Tiger Treasures, Painted Camel, and Nature’s Kingdom.
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Entertainment
Along with the headline acts (http://www.pixelsattheparks.com/2015/02/25/full-concert-lineup-at-food-wine-at-busch-gardens/)
performing each event night at 6 p.m. in Gwazi Park, there are also a number of other entertainment options for guests to enjoy
throughout the day. Local acts take the main stage in Gwazi Park twice each afternoon, and you can enjoy a “high-energy,
food-inspired rhythmic show” with Mix it Up in the Marrakesh Theater near the park entrance. Several other artists, including a
cellist and wine glass player, can be found between the park entrance and Gwazi Park. Strolling performers pop up around the
area as well.
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Topiary & More
The park has added a number of topiary sculptures for the event, including the enormous Spirit of Spring on the site of the
former Bird Gardens Theater. Other displays include Topirazzi near the park entrance and the large Florida Octopus rising
from the lagoon outside the Garden Gate Cafe. We have an article taking you on a tour of all of the park’s topiaries coming
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soon.
Throughout the festival area and around the park, guests can shop for unique gifts from a number of artisans offering their hand
crafted and wine-inspired items. Home decor, jewelry, kitchen implements and hand rolled cigars are just some of the items you
can pick up. If the topiary displays have inspired you, swing by the Joe’s Landscaping truck to purchase a plant to take home.
The bright orange antique truck is a reminder of now defunct shops like Garden Gateway Gifts and Garden Nook which used to
sell plants and related items at the park.
On the pathway leading toward Gwazi Park near the Naga’ Zira’ topiary, families can stop by the Conservation Cabin for an up
close look at some of the park’s animal ambassadors and enjoy other activities. Conservation Cabin is open from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. on festival days. Kids of all ages can also enjoy some of the food and wine themed games throughout the festival area
including Cork Drop.
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Our Thoughts
Busch Gardens Tampa has really outdone itself with their new Food & Wine Festival. Not just a re-branding of the former Bands,
Brew & BBQ event, the festival stands on its own with the the addition of several amazing topiary sculptures, unique
entertainment offerings, and overall attention to detail in theming. The food, wine, and beer offerings are also outstanding.
Since there’s a similarly named event at one of the major parks up in Orlando, the desire to compare the two festivals is
certainly there for theme park enthusiasts. But it deserves to be viewed as its own event. The food is great, and portion sizes
are fair for the price. What’s even better is that overall the lines are shorter for each booth, and the outdoor concert venue can
hold thousands, including seating for a large number. Don’t get caught up in the name; go and enjoy the festival for what it is –
an amazing event featuring an array of culinary and entertainment options.
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If You Go
The Busch Gardens Tampa Food & Wine Festival area and concerts are included in any park admission. Food, beverage and
upgrade experiences are available for purchase. Pass members receive a 10% discount.
The event runs on weekends through April 25-26. The event is mostly contained in Gwazi Park, and the area and food tents are
open on weekends from noon to 9 p.m.
You can see a full list of the headline acts in our recent article (http://www.pixelsattheparks.com/2015/02/25/full-concert-lineupat-food-wine-at-busch-gardens/). Arriving early in the day is recommended, as the parking lots have filled to near capacity in the
early afternoon as concert goers arrive to see their favorite acts.
For all the latest on Busch Gardens Tampa and their Food & Wine Festival, follow Pixels At The Parks on twitter @bobwadd1
(https://twitter.com/bobwadd1) & @androckb (https://twitter.com/androckb). You can also connect with us on facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/PixelsAtTheParks). Be sure to use the park’s official hastag #corksandcoasters when talking about
the festival on social media!
Special thanks to photographer Matt Hopkins (http://www.escapingautomode.com/) for providing many of the pictures in
this article.
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Welcome
"Pixels At The Parks", a web site with regular updates pertaining to SeaWorld Orlando, Busch Gardens Tampa, Universal Orlando
Resort, Walt Disney World and other attraction destinations in Florida and beyond.
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